Naturally Occurring Mutations Define a Novel Function of the Hepatitis B Virus Core Promoter in Core Protein Expression
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Functional analysis of naturally occurring hepatitis B virus (HBV) mutations is crucial in understanding their impact on disease. We have recently identified two mutations in the HBV core promoter of an HBV strain associated with fulminant hepatitis leading to highly (15-fold) enhanced viral encapsidation of pregenomic RNA into the core particles (T. F. Baumert et al., J. Clin. Invest. 98:2268-2276, 1996). Functional studies in an encapsidation assay had demonstrated that the increase in encapsidation was largely independent of pregenomic RNA transcription. In this study, we define the molecular mechanism whereby the two core promoter mutations (C to T at nucleotide [nt] 1768 and T to A at nt 1770) result in enhanced viral encapsidation and replication. The effect of these mutations leading to increased encapsidation is mediated through enhanced core protein synthesis (15-fold) by the mutant virus. The marked increase in core protein synthesis is largely a result of posttranscriptional or translational effect of the mutations because the mutations resulted in only a twofold increase in pregenomic RNA transcription. In addition, this effect appears to be selective for core expression since reverse transcriptase-polymerase expression was increased only twofold. trans-complementation analyses of HBV replication demonstrated that enhanced replication occurred only when the mutations were provided together with the core protein in trans, confirming the functional association of the core promoter mutations and core protein expression. In addition, the effect of the mutations appears to be quantitatively dependent on the strain background to which the mutations were introduced. Our study suggests that the HBV core promoter regulates core protein expression at both transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels.

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a partially double stranded DNA virus that replicates through an RNA intermediate (for reviews, see references 8 and 39). The virally encoded reverse transcriptase polymerase (RT-Pol) is essential for this unique form of genome replication. Viral replication occurs exclusively in the core particle, which is assembled through complex interactions among pregenomic RNA, core protein, and polymerase. A well-defined cis-acting element in the pregenomic RNA (encapsulation signal ε) has been shown to mediate the interaction of pregenomic RNA with the encapsidation complex (14, 27, 29, 30). The capsid containing the replicative intermediate is then enveloped by HBV surface antigens (HBsAg) in a lipid bilayer. Although the molecular mechanism of HBV encapsidation and replication has been largely elucidated with the identification of various essential elements (11, 14, 27, 30, 37, 41), it is not clear whether any other sequences outside these elements may play a role in the replicative process. The core promoter contains multiple cis-acting elements with nuclear receptor binding sites (32) and regulates the transcription of 3.5-kb RNAs with heterogeneous 5' ends (42, 44). There are two 3.5-kb RNA species, the precore and core RNAs, which direct the translation of HBV e and core antigens, respectively. The core RNA also functions as the pregenomic RNA.

We have recently identified two mutations in the core promoter of a viral strain associated with a fatal outbreak of fulminant hepatitis B (FH strain) (10, 19) resulting in markedly enhanced viral replication (2). These mutations comprised a C-to-T change at nucleotide (nt) 1768 as well as a T-to-A change at nt 1770 (M15/6) in the HBV basal core promoter (nucleotide numbering according to reference 32). Functional characterization of these mutations in a tissue culture model had demonstrated that the phenotype of enhanced replication was the result of enhanced viral encapsidation of pregenomic RNA into HBV nucleocapsids (2). The core promoter mutations resulted in only minor changes of transcription of pregenomic RNA and precore RNAs (2). In contrast, encapsidation of pregenomic RNA into HBV core particles was increased 15-fold in the mutant strain compared to the wild-type strain (2). Although the identified core promoter mutations resulted in two amino acid changes of the overlapping HBX open reading frame (ORF), the mutated HBX protein was not responsible for the phenotype of enhanced encapsidation and replication (2). The aim of this study was to identify the molecular mechanism of enhanced encapsidation and replication induced by these mutations. The identification of this mechanism may have important implications in understanding the viral life cycle as well as in the pathogenesis of fulminant hepatitis associated with these mutations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Constructs. Replication-competent constructs of wild-type adw (adwR9) and ayw (aywR9) and MTS/6 (M15/6R9) mutant strains were described previously (2). These constructs contained a 1.2-kb genomic length of HBV. To generate a construct that is deficient in encapsidating pregenomic RNA, the HBV encapsidation signal was altered by introducing a single nucleotide change (G to A at nt 1882 without affecting the precore ORF) into the stem-loop (loop 3) of the pregenomic RNA encapsidation signal (29). The following primers were used to generate mutant HBV DNA by PCR mutagenesis (underlined nucleotides represent introduced mutations) (1): 5’ AAGCCTCAAAGCTATGCCTTGGGAAGCGGAGGCTC (sense, nt 1868 to 1894) and 5’ CGAGGGAGTTTCCTCTCTAGTG (antisense outer primer, nt 2359 to 2339) as well as 5’ TCTCGGGGCGGCTT (antisense inner primer, nt 1464 to 1486) and 5’ ACCAAAGGC.
ATAGCGTTAGGAGCC 3’ (antisense, nt 1892 to 1870). The PCR products were combined, reamplified, and amplified by a second PCR using the above-described outer primers. After subcloning of the PCR-generated fragments into PC II vector (Invitrogen, San Diego, Calif.), an RsrII-BglII fragment (HBV nt 1525 to 1986) was subcloned into the replication-competent construct adwR9. To inactivate the core gene, a framenoshift mutation was introduced into the core gene at nt 1896 by digesting adwR9 DNA with BglII, treatment with Klenow enzyme, and subsequent religation. To inactivate the polymerase gene, a BglII-EcoRI (nt 2355 to 2320) fragment of wild-type adw was replaced with the same fragment of HBV strain HBV-15 (3). HBV 15-15 contains a naturally occurring missense mutation (A to C at nt 2798) in the polymerase gene terminating HBV replication. All constructs were analyzed structurally by sequencing and restriction analysis. Mutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Nucleotide position(s)</th>
<th>Position(s) 3’ in mutated core promoter sequence</th>
<th>Replication fusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MT5/6</td>
<td>1768, 1770</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT8</td>
<td>1764, 1766</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT9</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT10</td>
<td>1768, 1770</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT11</td>
<td>1768, 1770</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT12</td>
<td>1768</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT13</td>
<td>1768, 1770</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT14</td>
<td>1772</td>
<td>TAAAGGGTTAGGATT</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WT adw TAAAGGGTTAGGATT 1

**TABLE 1. Effect of naturally occurring and randomly designed promoter mutations on HBV replication**

**a** Various mutations were introduced into the replication-competent construct adwR9 by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis. Four days after transfection of wild-type (WT) or mutant constructs into HuH-7 cells, viral RNA and DNA were analyzed by Northern blotting of core particle-associated viral replicative intermediates of wild-type adw construct (∼1). The replication-competent constructs were generated by subcloning an ScaI-BamHI fragment (containing HBV nt 963 to 3200) of wild-type adw construct into plasmid pBSLacZ (24) containing the lacZ gene in the polymerase expression, the β-galactosidase gene (in lacZ) was fused in frame with the replication-competent padwpol/LacZ and pMT5/pol/LacZ. Correct orientation of the inserted fragment was analyzed by restriction digest and sequencing of the RT-Prim-LacZ junction. The control LacZ expression construct pCDLacZ was constructed by ligating a lacZ-CDNA fragment into the mammalian expression vector pDNAI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.).

**b** Underlined.

**c** Shown as fold increase compared to replication of wild-type HBV adw (replicative intermediates of wild-type adw construct = 1).

**c** Table of nucleotide changes at specific sites within the HBV genome.

**TABLE 2. Analysis of viral nucleic acids and HBAg and HBeAg expression.**

**a** Three days after transfection, HuH-7 cells were harvested for viral RNA and DNA analysis. DNA was isolated from cultured cells and from the guanidine thiocyanate-phenol-purified HBV RNA by a standard protocol (1). Primer extension analysis, an HBV primer (5’ TCTAAGGGCTTCTCCAATA CGAGCTGTTG 3’) spanning nt 2006 to 2030 in the antisense orientation was sequenced with [32P]ATP and then reacted with guanidine thiocyanate-phenol-purified HBV RNA by a standard protocol (1). Primer extension products were separated on a 8% polyacrylamide-urea gel and subjected to autoradiography (2). Viral replication DNA intermediates associated with intracellular core viruses were isolated by ultracentrifugation of cell lysate by a 30% sucrose cushion and then analyzed by Southern blot hybridization (2, 10). HBAg and HBV e antigen (HBeAg) synthesis was analyzed in the culture medium of transfected HuH-7 cells by using commercially available radioimmunoassays (for HBAg, Astra II from Abbott, North Chicago, Ill.; for HBeAg, EKB from Sorin Biomedica, Saluggia, Italy).

**Analysis of core expression and nucleocapsid assembly.** Three days after transfection of HuH-7 cells with replication-competent or core expression HBV constructs, the cells were lysed with lysis buffer containing 1% Nonidet P-40, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 2 µg of aprotinin per ml, and 2 µg of leupeptin per ml. The cell lysate was centrifuged at 10,000 x g at 4°C. Then 500 µl of the cleared cell debris and nuclei were homogenized in SDS-sample buffer containing 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris (pH 6.8), 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 2 µg of aprotinin per ml, and 2 µg of leupeptin per ml. The cell lysate was clarified of cell debris and nuclei by low-speed centrifugation (15 min at 20,000 x g and 4°C). Then 500 µl of the clarified supernatant was incubated with 1 µl of antiserum for 1 h at 4°C, followed by incubation with 50 µ1 of protein-A-Sepharose 4B-CL beads (Pharmacia Biotech Inc., San Francisco, Calif.) at 1 h at room temperature with mixing. The beads were washed repeated, and the bound proteins were released and denatured by heating for 5 min at 95°C in SDS sample buffer. The immunoprecipitated proteins were subjected to electrophoresis on a 15% polyacrylamide gel, stained with Coomassie blue, dried, and the immunoprecipitated proteins were analyzed by a phosphor image (STORM; Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, Calif.) and quantified by using the ImageQuant program (Molecular Dynamics). For analysis of nucleocapsid assembly, aliquots of 35S-labeled, transfected HuH-7 cells (labeling conditions, 1,000 µCi of [35S]methionine and -cysteine in DMEM containing unlabeled methio-
nine and cysteine at 5% of the standard concentration; labeling time, 16 to 24 h) were lysed and subjected to sucrose gradient centrifugation (10 to 60% sucrose step gradient) as described previously (45). In brief, 700-ml aliquots of lysates were layered onto a 10 to 60% sucrose step gradient (700-ml steps of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60% sucrose in 50 mM Tris–100 mM NaCl [wt/wt], pH 7.4). After ultracentrifugation (SW55 rotor for 2:30 h at 40,000 rpm and 4°C), 10 fractions were collected from the top and the core protein was immunoprecipitated (45) from the sucrose fractions, using an anticore specific antibody (DAKO) and protein A-Sepharose 4B-CL beads. After extensive washing of the beads, the bound proteins were released and denatured by heating for 5 min at 95°C in SDS sample buffer. The immunoprecipitated core protein was then analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.

RESULTS

Core promoter mutations result in enhanced replication when provided with the core ORF in trans. To map the HBV genetic element mediating MT5/6-induced enhanced encapsidation, we systematically analyzed the HBV elements known to be required for encapsidation (encapsulation signal ε, core, and polymerase protein) and developed a trans-complementation assay as shown in Fig. 1A. For trans-complementation analysis, a construct generating pregenomic RNA (1, 2, or 3) was cotransfected with a trans-complementing protein expression construct (4, 5, or 6), CP, core promoter; c, core; p, polymerase; ε, RNA encapsidation signal; WT, wild type; MT, mutant. (B) Lack of replication of individual trans-complementation constructs. HuH-7 cells were transfected with replication-competent constructs adwR9 and MT5/6R9 or one of the knockout construct 1 to 6 (A). Four days posttransfection, viral replicative intermediates were analyzed by Southern blotting of core particle-associated viral DNA. SS, single-stranded DNA. (C) trans-complementation analysis. A pregenomic RNA-generating construct (1, 2, or 3 [A]) was cotransfected with a protein expression construct (4, 5, or 6 [A]) into HuH-7 cells. MT5/6 was provided either in cis in the RNA-generating construct (lane 2) or in trans together with core and/or polymerase ORF (lanes 4, 6, and 8). Four days posttransfection, replication was analyzed as described above. Transfection efficiencies as monitored by pTKGH cotransfection were similar among all samples. SS, single-stranded DNA.
ated pregenomic RNA resulting in increased core translation, although it is possible that MT5/6 induced alternatively initiation (Fig. 2B). The blot was stripped and reprobed with an antiactin antibody (top). Positions of molecular weight (MW) markers (in kilodaltons) are indicated on the left. (B) Transcription of wild-type and mutant viruses. HBV RNA was purified from HuH-7 cells transfected either with adw9R or MT5/6R9 and analyzed by primer extension using an HBV-specific antisense primer (top) or Northern blotting using an HBV-specific probe (bottom). Transfection efficiencies as monitored by pTKGH cotransfection were similar among all samples.

Core promoter mutations led to enhanced core expression (Fig. 1C, lane 4 compared to lane 3). This experiment confirms our previous results of an encapsidation assay in which MT5/6 exerted a major transcription-independent effect on encapsidation when provided in trans (2). The next experiment was designed to discern the effect of MT5/6 on either the core or the polymerase protein. Therefore, MT5/6 was provided in trans with either the core or the polymerase protein (Fig. 1A, construct 5 or 6). Analysis of viral replication demonstrated that MT5/6 was able to induce enhanced replication when provided together with core in trans (Fig. 1C, lane 6) but not when provided together with the polymerase (Fig. 1C, lane 8). These data suggest that MT5/6 exerts on core protein a functional effect resulting in enhanced viral encapsidation and replication.

Core promoter mutations led to enhanced core expression as a result of increased synthesis. To analyze the effect of MT5/6 on core protein expression directly, wild-type and mutant replication-competent constructs were transfected into HuH-7 cells and the steady-state level of core protein expression was analyzed by immunoblotting of transfected cell lysates with an antiactin antibody (top). The blot was stripped and reprobed with an antiactin antibody (bottom). Positions of molecular weight (MW) markers (in kilodaltons) are indicated on the left. (B) Transcription of wild-type and mutant viruses. HBV RNA was purified from HuH-7 cells transfected either with adw9R or MT5/6R9 and analyzed by primer extension using an HBV-specific antisense primer (top) or Northern blotting using an HBV-specific probe (bottom). Transfection efficiencies as monitored by pTKGH cotransfection were similar among all samples.

Core promoter mutations led to enhanced core expression (Fig. 1C, lane 4 compared to lane 3). This experiment confirms our previous results of an encapsidation assay in which MT5/6 exerted a major transcription-independent effect on encapsidation when provided in trans (2). The next experiment was designed to discern the effect of MT5/6 on either the core or the polymerase protein. Therefore, MT5/6 was provided in trans with either the core or the polymerase protein (Fig. 1A, construct 5 or 6). Analysis of viral replication demonstrated that MT5/6 was able to induce enhanced replication when provided together with core in trans (Fig. 1C, lane 6) but not when provided together with the polymerase (Fig. 1C, lane 8). These data suggest that MT5/6 exerts on core protein a functional effect resulting in enhanced viral encapsidation and replication.

Core promoter mutations led to enhanced core expression as a result of increased synthesis. To analyze the effect of MT5/6 on core protein expression directly, wild-type and mutant replication-competent constructs were transfected into HuH-7 cells and the steady-state level of core protein expression was analyzed by immunoblotting of transfected cell lysates. MT5/6 led to a 15-fold increase in core protein expression compared to the wild type (Fig. 2A, lanes 2 and 3). The increase in core protein expression was independent of pregenomic RNA encapsidation, because elimination of the pregenomic RNA encapsidation signal (construct 4 [Fig. 1A]) did not affect the increase in the core protein level (Fig. 2A, lane 5). The increase in core protein expression was much greater than the twofold increase of pregenomic RNA (serving as the core mRNA) transcription induced by the mutations (Fig. 2B). Although it is possible that MT5/6 induced alternatively initiated pregenomic RNA resulting in increased core translation, the primer extension analysis did not reveal any unusual 5′ ends of the pregenomic RNA associated with MT5/6 (Fig. 2B, top).

To distinguish between the possibilities of increased synthesis versus decreased turnover resulting in enhanced core expression, transfected HuH-7 cells were pulse-labeled with [35S]methionine and -cysteine for 15 min, HuH-7 cells were lysed and subjected to immunoprecipitation (IP) with an core-specific antibody (anti-core) or nonimmune serum (IgG). Immunoprecipitated proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. The identity of the core band was established by a parallel Western immunoblot with antiactin antibodies (not shown); the band above the core band did not react with antiactin antibodies and therefore probably represents a nonspecific protein from immunoprecipitation. Positions of molecular weight (MW) markers (in kilodaltons) are indicated on the left. Quantitation of the core protein with the ImageQuant program revealed a 15-fold-higher level of signal intensity in the mutant- than in wild-type-transfected cells.

Core promoter mutations led to enhanced core expression as a result of increased synthesis. To analyze the effect of MT5/6 on core protein expression directly, wild-type and mutant replication-competent constructs were transfected into HuH-7 cells and the steady-state level of core protein expression was analyzed by immunoblotting of transfected cell lysates. MT5/6 led to a 15-fold increase in core protein expression compared to the wild type (Fig. 2A, lanes 2 and 3). The increase in core protein expression was independent of pregenomic RNA encapsidation, because elimination of the pregenomic RNA encapsidation signal (construct 4 [Fig. 1A]) did not affect the increase in the core protein level (Fig. 2A, lane 5). The increase in core protein expression was much greater than the twofold increase of pregenomic RNA (serving as the core mRNA) transcription induced by the mutations (Fig. 2B). Although it is possible that MT5/6 induced alternatively initiated pregenomic RNA resulting in increased core translation, the primer extension analysis did not reveal any unusual 5′ ends of the pregenomic RNA associated with MT5/6 (Fig. 2B, top).

To distinguish between the possibilities of increased synthesis versus decreased turnover resulting in enhanced core expression, transfected HuH-7 cells were pulse-labeled with [35S]methionine and -cysteine for 15 min, HuH-7 cells were lysed and subjected to immunoprecipitation (IP) with a core-specific antibody (anti-core) or nonimmune serum (IgG). Immunoprecipitated proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. The identity of the core band was established by a parallel Western immunoblot with antiactin antibodies (not shown); the band above the core band did not react with antiactin antibodies and therefore probably represents a nonspecific protein from immunoprecipitation. Positions of molecular weight (MW) markers (in kilodaltons) are indicated on the left. Quantitation of the core protein with the ImageQuant program revealed a >15-fold-higher level of signal intensity in the mutant- than in wild-type-transfected cells.

The sedimentation coefficient of the nucleocapsids from mutant fractions 5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 4A) compared to the wild type. The sedimentation coefficient of the nucleocapsids from mutant and wild-type strains was 120S to 130S (determined according to reference 22), similar to what was reported in the literature (6). This result is consistent with a much higher level of replicative intermediates in cells transfected with the MT5/6 construct.

It is possible that a small increase in transcription can result in an exponential increase in protein level due to a limitation in cellular protein degradation. In particular, the capacity of core protein degradation may be near saturation at the wild-type level of core synthesis, and the substantial increase in steady-state level of core protein disproportional to the minor increase of transcription in mutant-transfected cells may represent this threshold phenomenon. To investigate whether the observed accumulation was secondary to this possibility under
our experimental conditions, we transfected various amounts of wild-type and mutant constructs in a 2-log range into HuH-7 cells and analyzed core protein levels as described before. The fold increases in core expression were similar in all quantities of plasmids transfected (Fig. 5). These data indicate that the mutation-induced increase of core expression was not due to a threshold effect of core protein degradation.

Effect of MT5/6 on HBV RT-Pol expression. Since the core (pregenomic) RNA also codes for the RT-Pol, it is conceivable that MT5/6 could similarly increase the expression of RT-Pol as it did on the core protein. To study the effect of MT5/6 on HBV RT-Pol expression, lysates of transfected HuH-7 cells were subjected to immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting with RT-Pol-specific antibodies. However, none of the anti-bodies available to us detected RT-Pol expression in transfected HuH-7 cells (not shown). Therefore, RT-Pol was fused in frame with the β-galactosidase (lacZ) gene in the wild-type and mutant constructs (Fig. 6A). The resulting constructs, although no longer replication competent, should allow us to study the effect of MT5/6 on RT-Pol expression. After transfection of wild-type and mutant RT-Pol-LacZ constructs into HuH-7 cells, expression of the Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody. MT5/6 increased the level of the RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein only 1.5- to 2-fold (Fig. 6B; quantitation after correction for transfection efficiency and protein loading), indicating that MT5/6 affected RT-Pol expression to the same extent as would be expected from the twofold increase of the transcript. This result also confirmed the trans-complementation experiment in which MT5/6 together with the polymerase did not confer a high-replication phenotype (Fig. 1C, lanes 7 and 8).

Effect of MT5/6 on core expression is independent of HBV elements outside the core promoter and core gene. To study whether any other virus-specific genetic elements outside the core promoter and core protein were required for the observed enhanced core expression and nucleocapsid assembly, we generated wild-type and mutant core expression constructs as illustrated in Fig. 7A. Transfection of these constructs into HuH-7 revealed enhanced core expression (Fig. 7B), core synthesis (Fig. 7C), and nucleocapsid assembly (Fig. 7D) similar to that seen with the replication-competent, full-length constructs (Fig. 2 to 4). Interestingly, the nucleocapsids generated by the core expression constructs sedimented slightly differently (nucleocapsid peak in fraction 5 of sucrose velocity gradient [Fig. 7B]) from the nucleocapsids generated from the replication-competent constructs (nucleocapsid peak in fraction 6 of sucrose velocity gradient [Fig. 4]). This difference is probably due to the lack of pregenomic RNA and RT-Pol in the core particles generated from the core expression constructs, resulting in a difference in biophysical property from the assembled nucleocapsids of the replication-competent constructs. Taken together, these data demonstrate that the mutation-induced enhanced nucleocapsid assembly and core protein expression are independent of other HBV genetic elements outside the core promoter and core gene sequences.

The precore protein is not involved in the MT5/6-induced enhanced replication. Since the precore protein has been sug-

FIG. 4. Nucleocapsid assembly in mutant and wild-type HBV. HuH-7 cells were transfected with either the wild-type adw (WTadw; left) or mutant (MT5/6; right) replication-competent R9 construct. After labeling with [35S]methionine and -cysteine for 16 h, cells were lysed and the lysates were subjected to 10 to 60% sucrose velocity centrifugation. Ten fractions were collected from the top and analyzed for core by immunoprecipitation with an anticore antibody. The immunoprecipitated proteins were subjected to SDS-PAGE and autoradiography (A). Nucleocapsid-associated core sedimented to fractions 5 to 7, whereas unassembled core monomers and dimers did not sediment and remained in fractions 1 and 2. Positions of molecular weight (MW) markers (in kilodaltons) are indicated on the left. (B) Quantitation of unassembled and nucleocapsid-associated core protein in wild-type and mutant virus by phosphor imager (PI) analysis.
ggested to interfere with viral encapsidation when expressed under the control of a strong promoter (17) and some core promoter mutations have been shown to result in a modest decrease in precore protein and HBeAg expression (4, 25), a decrease in precore protein expression may be responsible for the enhanced replication associated with core promoter mutants. To address this hypothesis, we eliminated the precore start codon AUG to GUG at nt 1816. Mutating this codon should have no effect on the downstream encapsidation signal and DR1 sequences, precluding the possibility of any confounding effects on replication. One caveat of this approach is that the elimination of precore AUG may lead to initiation of core synthesis at the downstream core AUG, resulting in increased core expression and encapsidation of the precore mRNA (27). However, since the precore mRNA accounts for only a minor fraction (<1/3 [Fig. 2B]) of the total 3.5-kb RNA, this effect should have only a small impact on the overall core expression and encapsidation. Furthermore, this possibility should be independent of the effect of MT5/6 on core synthesis from the core mRNA. Elimination of the precore expression had no effect on the enhanced replication (Fig. 8A, lane 7) and core expression (Fig. 8B, lane 7) associated with MT5/6, although there was a minor increase of replication associated with the pre-C mutant over wild type (Fig. 8A or B; compare lanes 2 and 3), perhaps reflecting the possibility discussed above. The successful elimination of precore expression was functionally confirmed by a complete absence of HBeAg synthesis (Fig. 8C). Similar HBSAg production (Fig. 8C) as well as similar levels of growth hormone levels expressed from the cotransfected plasmid pTKGH (data not shown) demonstrated that the transfection efficiencies were comparable in these experiments. These data exclude a role of the precore protein in MT5/6-induced enhanced replication and are consistent with previous studies showing that a naturally occurring mutation leading to a precore stop codon (G to A at nt 1896) did not significantly alter HBV replication in transfected cells (10, 40, 43). The lack of effect of precore elimination on MT5/6-induced enhanced replication is not surprising since MT5/6 did not result in a dramatic change of precore gene transcription (Fig. 2B and reference 2) or precore protein expression as indicated by HBeAg synthesis (Fig. 8C).

Functional comparison of naturally occurring and randomly introduced core promoter mutants. Recent studies have identified another cluster of mutations in the HBV core promoter (A to T at nt 1764 and G to A at nt 1766; designated MT8 in Table 1) associated with fulminant or severe hepatitis (12, 34). Functional studies in a tissue culture system have demonstrated that these mutations exhibited a high-replication phenotype (4, 25), although not as dramatic as that of MT5/6 (2). To directly compare MT5/6 and these mutations in the capacity to increase viral replication, we introduced MT8 into the replication-competent construct adwR9. Analysis of viral replication of the mutant constructs in HuH-7 cells demonstrated that these mutations exhibited a high-replication phenotype (4, 25), although not as dramatic as that of MT5/6 (2). To further define HBV core promoter sequences involved in the regulation of encapsidation and replication, various other mutations were randomly introduced into the region of the core promoter of the replication-competent HBV construct adwR9. Analysis of viral replication of the mutant constructs in HuH-7 cells demonstrated that only the naturally occurring core promoter mutation in construct MT5/6 resulted in a substantially enhanced replication, whereas other mutations had little or no effect on replication (Table 1; Fig. 8A).

The effect of MT5/6 on HBV replication is quantitatively dependent on strain background. To study whether the observed MT5/6-induced enhanced encapsidation and replication also occur in an HBV wild-type strain other than adw, we introduced MT5/6 into a replication-competent construct of HBV strain ayw. This ayw strain was originally described by Galibert et al. (7). Compared to a 15-fold increase in replication for MT8, versus a 15-fold increase in replication for MT5/6 (Table 1; Fig. 8A). To further define HBV core promoter sequences involved in the regulation of encapsidation and replication, various other mutations were randomly introduced into the region of the core promoter of the replication-competent HBV construct adwR9. Analysis of viral replication of the mutant constructs in HuH-7 cells demonstrated that only the naturally occurring core promoter mutation in construct MT5/6 resulted in a substantially enhanced replication, whereas other mutations had little or no effect on replication (Table 1; Fig. 8A).

Fig. 6. Effect of MT5/6 on Pol expression. (A) In the terminal redundant R9 construct, an RT-Pol-LacZ fusion gene was generated by exchanging a major part of the RT-Pol ORF with a cDNA fragment of lacZ. (B) After transfection of the adw or MT5/6 RT-Pol fusion construct into HuH-7 cells, expression of the RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top). Analysis of LacZ expression of RT-Pol-LacZ fusion protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (10% gel) and immunoblotting with an anti-LacZ antibody (top).
DISCUSSION

In this study, we have defined the molecular mechanism of enhanced viral replication and encapsidation induced by naturally occurring core promoter mutations (in construct MT5/6) isolated from patients with a fatal outbreak of fulminant hepatitis. The enhanced replication is apparently mediated through the effect of the core promoter mutations on core synthesis largely at the posttranscriptional or translational level, leading to enhanced encapsidation of pregenomic RNA. The enhanced core expression was the result of two different effects of the core promoter mutations. First, the core promoter mutations resulted in a minor (twofold) increase in pregenomic RNA transcription, as demonstrated by primer extension, RNase protection, and Northern blot analysis of HBV transcripts in HuH-7 cells transfected with replication-competent wild-type and mutant constructs (Fig. 2B and reference 2). Second, the twofold increase in pregenomic RNA transcription is accompanied by a much larger (15-fold) increase of core protein expression, which is paralleled by a similar increase in core protein synthesis in the metabolic labeling experiments (Fig. 3). Furthermore, this effect appears to be specific for core protein and not for RT-Pol (Fig. 6), which is translated from the same RNA. Both mechanisms, a minor increase in transcription and a substantial enhancement in translation (or other posttranscriptional processes), contributed to a 15-fold augmentation of core protein expression, nucleocapsid assembly, and replication.

Since the precore protein has been suggested to interfere with viral encapsidation (17), it is conceivable that a change in precore expression could alter encapsidation efficiency. Simi-
larly, some core promoter mutations have been shown to result in a moderate decrease in precore protein and HBeAg expression, possibly explaining the phenotype of enhanced replication (4, 25). However, in our study the elimination of the precore ORF did not affect the phenotype of enhanced core expression and replication, essentially excluding a role of the precore protein in MT5/6-induced enhanced replication. This is consistent with a lack of effect of MT5/6 on precore gene transcription (2) and protein expression (HBeAg synthesis [Fig. 8C]). This finding has also been substantiated by several previous reports that the introduction of a mutation resulting in a precore stop codon (G to A in nt 1896) did not result in enhanced replication (10, 40, 43). In contrast, one report suggested that the precore stop codon mutation led to a high-replication phenotype (35). The explanation for this discrepancy is unclear but possibly includes laboratory strain differences or technical aspects of the experiments.

It is conceivable that elements outside the core promoter and gene are required for the effect of the core promoter mutations. However, several lines of evidence indicate that this is unlikely. First, the trans-complementation experiment demonstrated that enhanced replication occurred only when the core promoter mutations are provided together with the core protein (Fig. 1). Presence of the mutations in a core promoter construct directing pregenomic RNA synthesis had no effect on replication when core protein was provided in trans (Fig. 1). Second, the core promoter mutations did not appear to affect RT-Pol expression substantially other than a minor effect on transcription (Fig. 6). Third, analysis of the core expression constructs containing only the HBV enhancer and promoter elements driving the core ORF resulted in a similar increase in core synthesis associated with the mutations (Fig. 7). Fourth, our previous studies demonstrated that HBX or any possible antisense ORFs overlapping with the core promoter played no role in this effect (2).

By demonstrating that MT5/6 resulted in a posttranscriptional effect on core promoter activities, we have identified a novel function of the core promoter in the regulation of core
protein expression. The molecular mechanism whereby MT5/6 induces the posttranscriptional or translational effect on core synthesis is not completely understood. It is interesting that the mutations are not part of the transcribed core RNA sequences (Fig. 7A) and therefore probably exert their main effect posttranscriptionally without affecting the transcriptional rate substantially. We reason that the mutations likely confer specific cis-acting sequence information to the core promoter, which is then translated into a functional effect. It is interesting that this core promoter region has been shown to contain sequence information (Fig. 7A) important for interaction with various members of nuclear receptor family (32) as well as in differential regulation of precore and pregenomic RNA transcription (42). These nuclear receptors appear to exert a differential effect on the transcription of these two forms of RNAs. Two other naturally occurring mutations (MT8 in this report) in this region have been shown to induce a selective decrease of precore RNA transcription (4). Although the sequence affected by MT5/6 is not part of the critical motifs important for interaction with these factors (42), it is situated immediately adjacent to them. Therefore, it is conceivable that MT5/6 can affect the differential bindings of these cellular factors. One of the effects of MT5/6 is evidenced by the twofold increase in the transcription of pregenomic RNA without affecting the precore RNA. In addition, we speculate that MT5/6 induces a specific change in the composition of transcription factors binding to this region in such a way that some of the factors may become complexed specifically with the transcript and, through some unknown mechanism, function to enhance translation of the RNA. The RNA polymerase II transcription complex has been shown to interact with splicing and polyadenylation factors to form an mRNA factory leading to coupled transcription, splicing, processing, and possibly transport of mRNAs (21, 26). In addition, there is evidence suggesting that nuclear processing and export of mRNA are closely and possibly physically linked to cytoplasmic translation (20). Therefore, transcription and translation may be tightly coupled, representing interaction of cellular factors with distinct functions in a highly interdependent manner.

Candidates for such a factor(s) could be some of the translation initiation factors such as eIF-4E or its associated factors, which bind to the 5′-terminal cap structure of most mRNAs to facilitate translation initiation in the cytoplasm (38). This factor has also been shown to be present in the nucleus (18) and probably plays an additional role in the transport of mRNA (33). However, such an effect of MT5/6 must be selective on the pregenomic RNA only, since the synthesis of precore protein is not similarly affected. This phenomenon can be explained by the possibility that MT5/6 confers the binding of such a factor only to the pregenomic RNA, or more plausibly that the pregenomic RNA is affected to a greater extent by this factor than the precore RNA. It is interesting that the encapsidation signal lies between the precore and core start codons, and it may function as a deterrent for translation of core protein from the pregenomic RNA, whose 5′ end lies upstream of the encapsidation signal. Such secondary structures have been shown to impede ribosomal binding, and eIF-4F, of which eIF-4E is a subunit, functions to relieve the translation inhibition of these structures (15). The ribosomal binding site (RBS; Kozak sequences) of the precore ORF, because of its position upstream of the encapsidation signal, may be more accessible to the translational machinery. In contrast, the RBS of the core ORF is part of the encapsidation signal (part of the stem structure) (27) and therefore may function less efficiently as a translation initiation signal. In addition, the RBS of the precore ORF (GCACCATG) conforms much better to the Kozak consensus sequence (CCACCATG) (16) than that of the core ORF (GGGGGCATG), underscoring the possibility that translation of the core ORF is less efficient and therefore more sensitive to regulation by translational factors. The validity of this hypothesis awaits further experimentation.

Our data suggest that MT5/6 appears to induce less replication enhancement in the ayw than the adw strain. The difference in phenotypic expression of the mutations is probably due to sequence heterogeneity in this core promoter region, which may confer a qualitatively similar but quantitatively distinct response to the mutations. There are several sequence polymorphisms in this region distinctive for the adw and ayw strains, and whether they contribute to the observed difference in the impact of MT5/6 on replication is not known. Again this
effect may be the result of posttranscriptional mechanism, since adw replicates ~4- to 5-fold more efficiently than ayw but their levels of transcription are comparable (Fig. 9B and reference 2). Further experiments are necessary to resolve this issue.

Previous studies have identified core promoter mutations in various patient populations which share the phenotype of more aggressive liver disease (9, 12, 31, 34, 36). A common hallmark of several of these mutations is the phenotype of enhanced replication (4, 9, 25, 31). The mechanism of the enhanced replication in these strains is only partially understood. Two mutations in the enhancer II of the core promoter (indicated as MT8 in Table 1) have been shown to affect precore protein expression (4). This finding led the authors to conclude that the decrease in precore expression may have been responsible for the enhanced replication by derepressing nucleocapsid assembly, although no functional studies (effect of elimination of the precore ORF in the construct containing the mutation) were performed to verify this hypothesis (4, 25). Other mutations have been shown to alter the binding of nuclear transcription factors to the core promoter (9, 31). For some of these variants, the alteration of binding of transcription factors was associated with increased pregenomic RNA transcription and core and polymerase expression (9). Further studies are necessary to elucidate whether these naturally occurring core promoter mutations affect the same functional core promoter element as MT5/6 or whether different mechanisms apply to the individual mutations.

Core promoter mutations have been associated with more aggressive disease, including fulminant hepatitis (2, 9, 31, 34, 36). The MT5/6-induced increase in core protein expression and increased replication could potentially play an important role in the pathogenesis of fulminant hepatitis associated with this mutation. Since the core protein is a major target of the host immune response (5), the increase in core protein expression may render hepatocytes more vulnerable to host immune response and the enhanced replication may result in more widespread HBV infection in the liver. In addition, the precore stop codon mutation (G to A at nt 1896), which has been found in many cases of fulminant hepatitis B, results in the absence of HBcAg production, which, in turn, may direct a more Th1-like, proinflammatory response (23). A more vigorous and extensive immune response with enhanced viral replication may lead to massive liver injury and ultimately fulminant hepatitis failure. Further studies in animal models such as woodchuck and chimpanzee (28) are necessary to ascertain whether the findings in the tissue culture system are applicable in vivo and whether the observed changes in replication and protein expression are indeed responsible for the more aggressive disease associated with these mutations. Functional analysis of hepatitis B virus mutants in vivo will be crucial in validating current concepts of HBV-induced disease.
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